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Opening Message- November 2021
Dear parents,
His Highness Sheikh Mohamed bin Zayed Al Nahyan, Crown Prince of Abu
Dhabi and Deputy Supreme Commander of the Armed Forces, says: "The
year of preparation for the fifty years...will constitute, Allah willing, a
qualitative turning point in our blessed journey...we will write new
chapters in our accelerated economic, social and developmental drives to
be the best globally over the next fifty years.
Al Dar Education Schools celebrated the National Day and the anniversary of the foundation of the Union
in 1971, in recognition and appreciation of the track record of achievements and developmental surges
that were possible thanks to the founding fathers who instilled the noble values of unity, dedication and
giving among the people of this nation who continued to follow in the footsteps of our founding fathers.
While the country had spent 50 years of the spirit of unity full of achievements that we cherish and are
proud of, the UAE is still completing its parade in shaping a global future, with its well-studied and
gracious initiatives and strategic plans in various vital sectors to promote the country’s progress in a

sustainable manner, believing in its ability to achieve its dreams that embrace the sky, investing in the
youth of the country and equipping them with all the knowledge, sciences and the ABCs of life.

Al Dar Education Schools Activities and Events in November 2021
)Al Dar Academies-ADNOC”s Schools- Charter Schools(

The 50th National Day Celebrations
On the occasion of the celebration of UAE 50th National Day, Al Mushrif
Kindergarten organized the UAE parade by cars inside the kindergarten
campus which aroused the atmosphere of joy among the children and
motivated them to participate. The Kindergarten senior leader team was
in the forefront of the motorcade whilst the parents were waving the
flags and chanting the patriotic songs.

The 50th National Day Celebrations
On the occasion of the celebration of the 50th golden jubilee of UAE
federation, ADNOC Abu Dhabi Schools/ SAS Al Nakhil- Boys section,
held celebrations in which a large number of students, teachers and
administrators participated.
The celebrations were held in 3 different places to secure the
health safety rules. The ceremony began with screening a
documentary film prepared by the National Heritage Department in
the boys building, entitled “ Celebrating 50 Years: Tales of Our
Grandfathers” then the participants delivered speeches and
patriotic poems in standard Arabic and Nabati, praising the Emirates
glory and its magnificent achievements.
The students of Al Dana School participated in many celebrations outside
the school in the National Day, including the celebrations of the Islamic
Affairs Authority.

Al Dar Education Initiatives
)Al Dar Academies- ADNOC Schools- Charter Schools(

•

Khalifa Park Golden Jubilee Celebrations

As part of the celebrations of the golden jubilees of founding
UAE State, Khalifa Park, The Department of Culture and
Tourism hosted the students of Muhammad Bin Mubarak
school from the Charter Schools to participate in the various
cultural and heritage events. The students performed a show
titled (Similar to Zayed) which demonstrated the culture of a
people who believe with their leaders in positive values,
ambition, achievements and transforming challenges into
opportunities; those laid down by the late Sheikh Zayed- may
his soul lay in rest- followed by the Sheikhs and UAE rulersmay All take care and protect them, they were the best
successors to the best predecessors.

•

The Golden Jubilee Celebrations

Al Mamoura Academy has organized events that include
typical national paragraphs such as chronological look at
iconic images from the Emirates heritage, to the Emirates
culinary station, as well as forming a famous image of
Sheikh Zayed. The ceremony included the cultural events
that contain Emirati heritage songs and folklore dances and
other activities contain art features.

Al Dar Education Initiatives
)Al Dar Academies- ADNOC Schools- Charter Schools(

Martyr’s Day November 30th
Al Dar Education Schools expressed their appreciation of the
martyrs sacrifices who protected their homeland by their souls, to
keep the Emirates flag waving high in the sky. Al Dar students
showed their pride of the values of dedication, faithfulness, loyalty
and belonging that are instilled in the hearts of the Emirati people
which are manifested in sacrificing their souls in the arenas of
heroism.

The 50 Years of the Emirates
In celebration of UAE, and expressing our loyalty and devotion
to our homeland and its wise leadership, and showing our
pride in the splendid achievements that were accomplished
during five decades, the Pearl Academy celebrated the golden
jubilee of UAE through a variety of events in an atmosphere
filled with the feelings of love, loyalty and belonging.

,

Al Dar Education Schools Initiatives
)Al Dar Academies- ADNOC Schools- Charter Schools(

Reading 50 Books Initiative

•

We have launched the initiative of reading 50 books in conjunction with the golden jubilee of UAE, the
participating students read 50 books starting from the summer holiday till November 25th ,2021.
This initiative provided the opportunity for the students to express their thankfulness to the leaders and their role
in promoting the level of the Arabic Language as well as to show their pride and feeling of belonging to their
national identity.
Our desire to preserve the status the Arabic Language and enhance the feeling of belonging to it and to our Arabic
culture comes at the forefront of this initiative, which is considered a translation of the national agenda for the
Arabic Language in its aims and priorities that is linked to the important occasion of the 50th year of UAE.

13,619 students participated in this initiative
The number of the books that were read is 557,754

Al Dar Education Schools Activities and Events in November
)Al Dar Academies-ADNOC Schools- Charter Schools(

Honouring the Winning Students in the Competition: The Next 50 Years
On the occasion of preparing for the golden jubilee to
the federation of UAE, we launched last year a
competition entitled (The Coming 50 Years), which
consists of:
One of the domains of the expressive writing: short
story or essay supported by either drawings and
images, or drawing an artistic painting.
One of the domains of spoken/oral expressions:
Reciting a poetic text or chanting a song.
We have collected the winning works in one book titled
(The Next 50 Years) and we awarded shields to the
winners and gifted them a copy of this book.

Al Dar Education Schools Activities and Events in November
(Al Dar Academies-ADNOC Schools- Charter Schools
The Ceremony of Signing the First Book of the Winning Students in the Creative Writing
Competition

Al Dar Education held a ceremony to sign the first book of the winning students in the
creative competition in Radisson- Blue Hotel in Yas Island, the ceremony hosted the
parents of the winning students and members of the administrators and teachers and
the official sponsor of the competition and a member from the jury, the writer and
novelist Saed Al Badi.
The ceremony environment was full of the feelings of pride in our students’
achievements, and it opened the doors of the future for them to write and publish
their writings.

Al Dar Education Schools Activities and Events in November
(Al Dar Academies-ADNOC Schools- Charter Schools)

•

Supporting the Speaking Skill

The Arabic Language Department At Al Ain Academy is continuously supporting the
skills of reading and writing by adopting a range of activities and strategies and offering
the morning booster program to enhance these skills.
The Arabic Department at Al-Ain Academy paid special attention in developing the skill
of speaking in standard Arabic for both the native and non-native students; where the
students choose topics of their interest and related to themselves, according to their
age-group.

Islamic Studies-Y1
Y1 pupils at Al Mamoura Academy
demonstrated their learning of the pillars of
Islam by sticking the 5 pillars on a plastic
palm. The students who recited Surat Al
Fatiha efficiently were awarded.

Al Dar Education Schools Activities and Events in November
(Al Dar Academies-ADNOC Schools- Charter Schools)
“Cleanliness is Part of Faith” Week
In order to reinforce the Islamic established values, the
Islamic Studies Department AT ADNOC Schools- Boys
School organized a week to maintain personal hygiene
and the school cleanliness during the period 7-11
November, the activities of the week had remarkable
participation from the students manifested in
preparing purposeful advocacy and media reports
urging to develop the value of cleanliness in the
students’ hearts and focusing on the wrong practices
and addressing it.

Analyzing Informational Texts
The students at Al Mamoura Academy in the Arabic Language class, read
informational text in depth and comprehensiveness. They identified the focal idea and
the main idea, they identified the function of the text via variety of means and
critiqued the mentioned information and opinions acquiring by that new experiences.

Al Dar Education Schools Activities and Events in November
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The Alphabet Letters Sounds
The KG children at Al Yasamina Academy used
the strategy learning through playing in
learning the sounds of the Alphabet letters.
They made models of the animals that have
the sound of the letter they are studying.

Strengthening the Fine Motors
The teachers at Al Dar Education aim
at strengthening the fine motors
whilst teaching writing the shapes of
the letters. The KG children at
Abdullah Bin Otaiba School used
paper scraps, playdough and sand in
writing the shapes of the letters they
are studying.

•

Time of Change Competition
The students enjoyed writing their own
short stories wishing to participate in
the competition (Time of Change)
letting their creative imagination to
write a story has all the elements and
fulfilling the terms and conditions.

Al Dar Education Schools Activities and Events in November
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Time of Change Competition
On the occasion of the preparation for the golden jubilee of the
UAE federation, Al Dar Education in co-operation with the
Department of Tourism and ADEK announces the launch of a
series of competitions entitled “Create in Arabic” in its third
session, the first competition will be under the title “Time of

Change”

“Read, Elevate and Recite” Competition

The Islamic Studies Departments at Al Adar Education
have launched the fourth session of Al Dar Quran
competition under the slogan (Read, Elevate and Recite)
Our students of all age groups from KG2 ( KG1) to
y13(G12) can participate in the competition. The results
will be announced after the holy month of Ramadan. The
jury has set standardized criteria to select the winners.

From the sayings of our beloved father
Sheikh Zayed Bin Sultan Al Nahyan, may
Allah has mercy upon him“There is no real efficient human wealth
capable of building the nation if we do
not adhere to the principles of our true
religion and our tolerant Sharia; because
the Noble Qur’an is the foundation of our
faith and the spirit of life and progress
across generations.
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